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My daughter, who is a toddler and loves to dance, is addicted to the Weather Channel, particularly the
local forecast because the music they play is fantastic to dance to. So while we do not quite have the TV
on as wallpaper, often it's on for her to dance.
This morning I saw on that channel yet another chat with David Suzuki talking about global warming.
This time he was talking about how the media does a poor job of covering global warming. He says that
as a member of the media we always try to be balanced and provide both sides of a story. That can be a
problem.
His view, the correct view [and I know the risk in saying that, but keep reading], is that humans are
contributing to global warming. He talked about thousands of academic studies that support that the
planet is on a warming trend and we are part of it. Never before in human history have we had the power
to influence the planet's operation. And he talked about 980 recent studies that ALL agree that we are part
of global warming. Further, many scientists who do not agree with the vast majority of those who
recognize the truth of global warming are not climatologists and many of them are funded by fossil fuel
industries, so they are possibly [or almost certainly] biased. I would add that many of the global warming
deniers also have a stake in the status quo and don't want to give up our lifestyle that direly exploits and
abuses the planet [and the 4 billion or so of the poorest serf humans we keep impoverished with our
global political economic system].
George Monbiot's book Heat is considered to do a much better job than Al Gore's Inconvenient Truth in
addressing far more than the ridiculously cosmetic solutions Gore argues for, in part I think because Gore
falls into the category of being concerned, but not enough to recognize that Americans and the OECD
world are responsible for a disproportionate amount of the sources of global warming so it is our
responsibility to absorb a disproportionate amount of the lifestyle change to stop the problem. But Gore
can't argue that because doing so means telling Americans and the rest of the OECD world that our
birthright is based on economically enslaving billions of humans and critically wounding our planet.
But back to the deniers. In its attempts to be balanced the media [which also has a stake in the status quo
and is funded/owned by global corporations that even though they aren't always in the fossil fuel sector
depend on their products for the operation of the global feudal economy and their profit] spends far too
much time presenting the skeptics' side. Just by sheer numbers, the vast majority of scientists are
recognizing the truth, which is far more than inconvenient, so you would think the media would reflect
this. Not so much. The deniers and the politicians and celebrities who base their arguments on them get a
ridiculously large share of air time.
And then I remembered Dan's post about the Holocaust conference in Iran. If the media gave as much air
time to the biased, often anti-Semitic, self-serving Holocaust deniers as they do global warming skeptics,
the FCC and CRTC would not be able to answer all the phones or ever open their email ever again. The
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uproar would destroy media empires.
And when I said before that Suzuki's view is the correct one, I mean that with all the sincerity of someone
who says that the Holocaust did exist while there are some who for self-serving motives argue that it is
something else entirely.
I now have a new level of disdain for global warming deniers. I just lump them in with Holocaust deniers
and act accordingly.
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